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THROUGH THE
WARDROBE

The Holiday Party of the Year presented by MPI BC Chapter, ILEA, and PCMA!

Through the wardrobe - What a masterpiece! Such a fantastic job was done by MPI BC Chapter,
ILEA, and PCMA to put this fantastic holiday event together. From entrance to exit, I couldn’t
help but smile at all of the special effects and interactive experiences.
The most special part of this event, to me, was physically walking through the smoke filled
wardrobe after the dramatic opening. Walking out the other side left all of us speechless - I
really felt like I was in Narnia with snow falling from above.

A huge highlight was the food. The catering service at JW Marriott knocked this one out of the
park. Not one person could be disappointed at the wonderful food stations throughout the
room offering baby lamb, roast beef, smoked salmon bites, and my favourite, the “Forbidden
Rice Risotto.” I may have returned back to that station a few times…
Alongside catching up with friends and colleagues, guests could play interactive games, take
videos inside of a snow globe, and take a journey in the simulated wardrobe all thanks to FMAV.
This really was the party of the year, as promised! Thank you to MPI BC Chapter, ILEA, and PCMA
for this great experience!
Kelsey Acres
BCIT Tourism Management Student
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Check out all photos of the
event HERE thanks to Vision
Photography!
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TRANSFORMATION
TRENDS
Top 6 Digital Transformation Trends in
Hospitality and Tourism

Daniel Newman
Forbes

In the past few months, we’ve been looking at digital transformation trends in different
industries like healthcare, retail, finance, and media and entertainment. Today, we look at an
industry that’s been completely turned on its head in recent years, due to extreme digital
transformation: tourism and hospitality.
It used to be that we’d visit a brick-and-mortar travel agent every time we needed to plan a
family vacation or work trip. (Granted, some of you may not remember that.) But today, thanks
to mobility, travelers are playing a much larger role in the experience. They want to find a hotel
that matches their style—on their terms—the very moment they need it. And thanks to players
like AirBnB, which set the stage for a completely new era of travel, they can. Indeed, when it
comes to the hospitality business, digital transformation is a mix of greater customer demands
—and the technology that can help meet them. Let’s take a look at the top trends impacting
the hospitality and tourism industry.

Mobile Integration

The digital transformation is a dream
come true for introverts who like to travel.
With mobile-first and mobile-only brands
continuing to grow, customers can do
practically anything on their phone, from
checking in—to ordering room service—to
unlocking the room door itself. In fact, one
can plan an entire trip—from booking to
bedtime and home again—without ever
talking to a live human.
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AI and Chatbots

Remember when all hotels used to have clunky welcome binders on the desks, outlining where
to eat, what to see, and what to do in the area—everything you needed to know? Today, hotels
can provide all that information—and more—via AI-powered apps and technology. Guests can
access the information at any time they need, right from their phones in the form of an econcierge. They can even access voice-activated chat bots to open the curtains, set the alarm,
or order breakfast, without ever talking to a human being. At the Cosmopolitan in Las Vegas,
you can even text a robot named Rose at any time, 24/7, and she’ll find a way to fill your
request, fast. Meanwhile, Marriott has been using AI-powered chat bots at nearly 5,000 hotels
to do things like make reservation changes, and check on account balances or redemption
vouchers.

Integration of the IoT
As more and more devices get connected to the Internet of Things (IoT), it makes sense that the
tourism and hospitality industry would begin to harness that data to improve the customer
experience. After all, the more they know about their guests, the better they can please them. If
the IoT data tells them the customer has visited their resort every year for the last three years, it
can automatically send a message proactively asking the guest if they’d like to make another
booking this year. You just saved your customer a step—and guaranteed a booked room—
without ever lifting a finger. The same could be said by harnessing information about food
selection, excursions, and in-room amenities. The opportunities for up-sells and better CX are
endless.

Focus on Data
As noted above, data is going to play a huge part in the new era of hospitality and tourism. In
the case of AirBnB, they were able to use customer data to determine that guests who chose
not to book were doing so because they were discouraged by hosts who failed to respond to
their inquiries. (I’ve been there—it’s annoying.) By offering instant booking feature to guarantee
their reservation, they helped alleviate many of the customers’ concerns and helped automate
what had previously been an incredibly arduous part of their business model. Data didn’t just
improve CX. It improves the bottom line, as well.
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Reputation

The fact that guests can book instantly also means they can share their opinions instantly via
Facebook, Yelp, TripAdvisor and other travel review websites. That’s why technology has
pushed hotels and restaurants to focus even more on providing quality customer service. Yes,
there are outliers. I’ve experienced them myself. But there is no doubt the trend is toward
better service for guests—not just a better return for operators.

Virtual Reality
Whether it’s a hotel property, museum, or a tourist destination, guests can take a look without
even leaving their living room via virtual reality. The goal is either to offer a preview of what
guests will experience—or offer the next-best-thing to visiting at all. (For instance, would you
rather pay $4,000 to visit Paris in real life, or $200 to take the same trip in a virtual world?) This
isn’t being done on a widespread scale yet, but some major operators are offering guests the
chance to experience at least a snippet of their travel experience—offering greater piece of mind
especially to those planning a visit to a faraway destination. Others destinations, like the
Museum of Modern Art in New York (MOMA) are already offering VR installations as part of
their exhibits.
The travel and tourism business is a $1.2 trillion industry. Clearly, there is incentive to invest to
grow it even more. Whether the IoT is improving the accuracy of flight schedules, or the lure o f
VR is convincing someone to take their first overseas trip, there is truly no end to the value tech
can add to travel. They just need to be careful it doesn’t become so good that guests prefer the
tech over the real thing.

Visit full Article HERE!
EXPLORER
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LAST CHANCE
TOURISM

Alexandra Talty
Forbes

Last-Chance Tourism Named Top Travel Trend For 2018
Call it the climate change effect.

As travel experts look to the new year, they say last-chance tourism will emerge as one of the
biggest trends fueling wanderlust. From millennials visiting pristine countries like New Zealand
to spending time in the Arctic, visiting endangered destinations will continue to thrive in 2018.
An emerging middle class is also fueling a global thirst for travel, and experts predict industry
growth will be bigger than ever this year. This, and more trends from our experts below. Here's
to traveling happy in 2018.

Travel to endangered destinations continues to boom
“STA Travel has experienced a surge in popularity to off-thebeaten-path destinations like the Arctic, Columbia Ice Fields
in Canada, parts of New Zealand, and other destinations
affected by climate change, indicating that photos aren't
enough,” said Tiffany Harrison, U.S. Marketing Manager at
STA Travel, in an email. " Student and youth travelers are
feeling an urgency to see these 'endangered' destinations
before they're gone ."
Harrison believes that this interest in last-chance travel is
leading to rising interest in ecotourism and sustainable hotel
experiences.
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Globally, number of travelers skyrockets

As the industry becomes more niche, travel is also becoming a hot commodity…globally.
“Over the past 20 years, the number of international departures across the globe increased
from 600 million to 1.3 billion ,” said Guy Langford, Deloitte Vice Chairman, in an email. “Many
are taking trips for the very first time.”
This growth represents a direct injection of billions into the travel economy every year,
according to Deloitte. They ascribe this growth to a global emerging middle class. Their full
travel trend report for 2018 will be out in January.

In search of the boutique experience
As travel bloggers compete for eyeballs on platforms like
YouTube or Instagram, the appetite for unique destinations
and distinctive content is heating up. The selfie in front of
the Duomo isn’t going to cut it anymore.
“Unique travel products like private rentals are reshaping our
idea of what a vacation can be,” said Marcello Gasdia,
Deloitte Travel, Hospitality and Services Research Leader, in
an email. “Travelers are growing less interested with
‘normal.’”
At the same time, travel bloggers competing for attention
on platforms like Instagram are showcasing extremely
unique and distinctive travel content daily. These factors are
driving both awareness and demand of elevated and unique
experiences.

Click HERE to view
article at Forbes!
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Interview with Brent Taylor, CMM, CMP Executive Producer of GO WEST 2018.
Tell us about this initiative. Why Go West?

Our four Western Canadian chapters of MPI used to host a conference called GO WEST. It was a fantastic
conference but was abandoned after 2006 due to the demand on volunteer commitments. It was a
huge loss for event professionals in this part of our country.
While our MPI, PCMA and ILEA chapters are doing a great job delivering local programming, a void was
left for large scale events that bring event professionals together across Western Canada. Planners and
suppliers from the west find themselves traveling east, or even to the USA, to connect with each other.
We are reviving the name GO WEST and building an opportunity for event professionals to connect in
the west without costly travel (and time) commitments.

Who is your intended audience?

Planners. Everything we have done, from our discounted registration fee, to our program design, to The
Experiential Hall, and to our travel bursaries we have done with the planner in mind. Event
professionals from across Canada are welcome to attend, but our biggest draw are planners from
Western Canada who are elated to have an industry event of this scale right here in their own backyard.

What can event professionals expect from attending?

Connection and education. We have received an overwhelming response with planners registering and
the top two reasons they are coming are to learn and to meet other #eventprofs. We curated our
program with a great lineup of speakers and education, followed by an interactive-style tradeshow
(The Experiential Hall) and Meet-Ups dispersed through-out the 2 days.

How much does it cost to attend?

We have a limited number of planner registrations for $149. Tourism Saskatoon and the Event
Professionals Foundation have partnered with us to offer bursaries to planners to off-set travel and
accommodation costs. Again, our goal is to make this affordable for planners to attend. Booth space in
The Experiential Hall is sold out but suppliers are welcome to attend at the regular rate of $500 which
includes full access to GO WEST 2018.

February 12-13, 2018
Edmonton, Alberta
EXPLORER
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Find out more and Register
for Go West 2018 HERE!
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ADVERTISING &
SPONSORSHIP

Click here to learn more about becoming a Sponsor!

The community of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) is the largest, most vibrant single
audience of meeting and event professionals in the world. With 18,500 members across the
globe, the MPI community offers a world of opportunity to make your brand voice heard.
The MPI BC Chapter community is 200+ member strong and comprised of powerful decisionmakers in the meeting industry with buying power of $133 million. We have the following
advertising and sponsorship opportunities available. We invite you to take advantage of
getting your brand connected to our vibrant community.
For more information on advertising and sponsorship opportunities, please contact VP of
Advertising and Sponsorship at partnerships@mpibcchpater.com

EXPLORER
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LUXURY
POWERHOUSES

Deanna Ting
Skift

Marriott and AccorHotels Mega Merger Activity
Created Luxury Powerhouses

Ask hoteliers what the biggest story of the travel industry has been in the past year, and many
are apt to say one word: consolidation.
They’re referring, of course, to the wave of mergers and acquisitions that we saw take place in
2016 and play out in 2017. Two were especially notable: AccorHotels’ $2.7 billion purchase of the
Fairmont, Swissotel, and Raffles brands, among other acquisitions in the luxury alternative
accommodations space (Onefinestay, Travel Keys, and Squarebreak), and Marriott’s $13.3 billion
acquisition of Starwood Hotels & Resorts, which finally closed in September 2016.
With its numerous recent acquisitions, AccorHotels has built a formidable luxury business. Its
luxury hotel brands now include Fairmont, Raffles, Swissotel, Sofitel, Sofitel Legend, So/Sofitel,
M Gallery by Sofitel, Pullman, and Grand Mercure. AccorHotels also has partnerships with
Banyan Tree and Orient Express, and it also owns luxury alternative accommodations platform
Onefinestay, which now includes Squarebreak and Travel Keys.
Marriott’s acquisition of Starwood resulted in a total of eight luxury brands in 60 countries
worldwide: JW Marriott, The Ritz-Carlton, Ritz-Carlton Reserve, Bulgari, Edition, W Hotels, The
Luxury Collection, and The St. Regis.
A little more than a year later, the effects of these transactions are still reverberating
throughout the hospitality industry. And for the luxury hospitality space in particular, the
consolidation has resulted in two competing giants — AccorHotels and Marriott — but also room
for opportunity.
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“The mergers that took place this year, between Marriott and Starwood and AccorHotels and
Fairmont-Raffles-Swissotel — we’ve never seen that level of consolidation before and it is
reshaping our industry,” said Christian H. Clerc, president of worldwide hotel operations for
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts.
Skift spoke to a number of hotel executives at the International Luxury Travel Market in Cannes
in early December for their thoughts on how consolidation is impacting their business, and
here’s what they had to say.

Be Big or Small, but Don't Get Stuck in the Middle

Many hoteliers Skift spoke to expressed the idea that this is the time for smaller hotel
companies to shine, now that the large brands are getting bigger.
“Either you’re small and nimble and you’ve differentiated yourself, or you’re very big,” said Marc
Dardenne, interim CEO of Jumeriah. “We’re happy to be in the position that we are because it
creates value with our owners. In a large organization, it’s difficult because you’re so big. If you’re
in the middle and undifferentiated, you could get swallowed up.”
For that reason, he said, “We’re not focused on numbers; we want to grow smartly and every
addition enhances our brand. We’re not about growth for growth’s sake.”
That being said, Dardenne also revealed that Jumeirah plans to debut a new upscale lifestyle
brand in early 2018, so we’ll see how the company manages its growth while also launching a
new brand.
Being “small and nimble,” Dardenne said, has helped Jumeirah in its distribution strategies,
however. “We’re also very accessible and we have a one-to-one approach to sales and marketing
that lets us be focused on every owner’s priorities. For big players, it’s challenging for them and
for customers to have so many brands. There’s an advantage in distribution and loyalty,
however. With size, you can lose the essence of the business and the DNA of the brands.”...

Time to Team Up

Kenan Simmons, vice president of the Americas for Small Luxury Hotels of the World, said that
more independent hoteliers are also turning to organizations like his to seek strength in
numbers. “Consolidation in the hospitality industry has helped our business,” Simmons said.
“Bigger brands are getting much more powerful, so independent hotels need to align
themselves with someone. We’ve had more inquiries this year than we ever had.”
Others are looking to one another for scale, including Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces. Last year,
the company teamed up with Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts on an alliance that linked their
respective loyalty programs...
EXPLORER
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Brand Differentiation becomes Crucial for Marriott and Accorhotels

The mega mergers that Marriott and AccorHotels have undertaken have forced both companies
to work on how they define their multiple brands to make sure each one is differentiated
enough from one another, let alone competitors.
Mitzi Gaskins, vice president and global brand leader for the JW Marriott and The Luxury
Collection brands, said that because Marriott has carved out its own luxury and lifestyle division,
the brands can function as though they were part of a smaller, more agile business unit of their
own.
“Even though we’re this big organization, having this separate luxury and lifestyle division gives
us the ability to create a true luxury focus,” Gaskins said. “We’re attracting talent for people who
want to work in luxury, and it gives us an advantage. It also feels like it’s small, it’s like a cocoon
in this larger organization….We have 380 hotels in the division and the way we’ve done this
allows us to be better.”
Differentiation of brands is also crucial. “I think our brands will be more differentiated now than
when they were competitors; the swim lanes will be narrower. It was a painful process and an
educational one. When the [loyalty programs] are together, we will be even more powerful,”
Gaskins said....

Accorhotels and Marriott Want to Keep Thinking Outside the Box
Lam said that AccorHotels isn’t content to just think of luxury in terms of hotels, either, which
is why the company has pursued acquisitions in luxury vacation rentals and alternative
accommodations to capitalize on the “synergy” of this segment with traditional hospitality.
“Our vision of the group is one of differentiation, and basically being not so much the biggest
hospitality partner but being the ideal travel partner, so although our core business remains
the hospitality business, we are also diversifying in what I would call ‘digital platform in
distribution,’ but also into what we would call the ‘shared economy’ and being a bigger part of
the local communities,” Lam said. “We feel that there is some synergy but also we will be able
to tap into a segment and a need that has been already been in the works for the last few
years. Instead of fighting it, we want to make sure that we are part of that evolution.”...

Read Full Article HERE!
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MPI SCHOLARSHIPS
AND GRANTS

It's the mission of the MPI Foundation to fund education and panindustry research that drives the success of meeting professionals.
This happens most directly through scholarships to MPI members.

Membership Scholarships
Available for new MPI members.
Covers the cost of a Preferred MPI membership for one
year.

Professional Development Scholarships
Only available to current MPI members in good standing.
Funding available towards all MPI Academy courses
(including CMM, HMCC, Experiential Event Series, Meetings
Essentials, Basics Boot Camp, and more!)

Conference Scholarships
Only available to current MPI members in good standing.
Conferences available for funding each year include: WEC,
EMEC, IMEX America and IMEX Frankfurt.

Read more about these great
opportunities HERE!
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PYM LIVE EVENTS
2017 & 2018

Our Mission

PYM @ MPI seeks to empower the people who make meetings happen by providing best
practices education, helping them forge strong business partnerships with suppliers and find
mentors in the industry. We firmly believe that meeting and event planners are the movie
producers of the corporate world. Meetings move us. Meetings mean business. When we meet,
we can change the world. So plan well & prosper, friends!

Plan Your Meeting Live (PYM LIVE) is a cutting edge, relevant and engaging event developed
specifically for the non-traditional meeting professional – the person whose job
responsibilities include so much more than planning meetings or events.
PYM LIVE is a great way to hone your planning skills and connect with people who can help
increase your chances of success! And what’s more, the event is complimentary to those who
qualify.
Admission is complimentary for meeting and event planners responsible for site selection.
Take a look at our nation-wide event schedule below.

Build Your Sales Pipeline at Upcoming Events
Atlanta, GA – February 15th, 2018
San Francisco, CA – March 15th, 2018
Chicago, IL – April 2018
Austin, TX – June 2018
Denver, CO – July 2018
New York, NY – August 2018
Dallas, TX – September 2018
Houston, TX – October 2018
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Click HERE to
Find out More!
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DINE OUT
VANCOUVER

The Kitchen is Cooking Again

The Dine Out™ Vancouver Festival features hundreds of restaurants
each offering multi-course dinners at $20, $30 or $40*. This is an
opportunity to choose from 308 of the city’s restaurants, from fine
dining to family-friendly and everything in between. We help make it
easy by filtering your search by price, location and cuisine style. Many
restaurants also offer discounted lunch menus too!
The list of participating restaurants and their menus, along with the
ability to make reservations will be revealed on Thursday January 11th,
2018!
Follow MPI BC Chapter on Instagram HERE as the account
will be showcasing restaurants and delicious food!!

Click HERE to visit site and
list of Restaurants!
EXPLORER
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FOLLOW MPI
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Make sure to follow MPI British Columbia Chapter on social media! Find out
about all of our amazing events, keep up with industry trends, and get the scoop
on exciting chapter news!

Visit our Facebook Page HERE!
Visit our Linkedin Profile HERE!
Visit our Twitter Page HERE!
Visit our Instagram HERE!
Got feedback for our social media and newsletter?
communications@mpibcchapter.com
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12 MORE
CHAPTERS

365
MORE
CHANCES
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